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FIGURE 1
Source: APIKS-survey 2018.

FIGURE 2
ASE activities in Argentina, 
Germany, Portugal, and Sweden 
across different generations of 
academics in HSS (in percentages, 
with number of observations in 
brackets; multiple answers possible).
Source: APIKS-survey 2018.

Political discourse and policy reforms worldwide have 
highlighted the importance of promoting the knowledge 
economy by stimulating academics’ societal engagement 
(ASE). Such narratives partly aim at influencing academics’ 
attitudes and behaviors. Earlier work that has investigated 
such influence has tended to overlook the development 
in Humanities and Social Science (HSS), and focused 
on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) fields. This paper contributes to filling this gap. 
Based on the assumption that academics’ views are, to 
a significant extent, shaped during their early years in 
academia, we investigate whether there are generational 
differences in attitudes to ASE. Four different higher 
education systems are investigated: Germany, Sweden, 
Portugal, and Argentina, based on the international 
Academic Profession in the Knowledge Society survey 
(APIKS 2018). We used a confirmatory technique, as 
it allowed us to test the relationships between the 
dependent variable (ASE-importance) and independent 
variables (Table 1). Data analysis reveals marked country-
level differences in the way academics perceive the 
importance of ASE activities. Overall, there are marked 
country-level differences in how academics perceived 
the importance of ASE activities. Academics in Argentina 
and, in particular, Portugal were markedly more likely than 
their peers in Germany and Sweden to state that they saw 
ASE activities as ‘very important’. The exception to this 
pattern was that Portuguese researchers did not perceive 
much connection between their ASE activities and their 
careers, which may be due to the lack of recognition of 
ASE activities in Portuguese performance assessment 
systems. In the case of Argentina, there was a striking 
difference across all three generations between the 
strong perception of the importance of ASE activities and 
the low level of ASE activities reported (Table 2). Overall, 
there is no strong evidence that the current generation of 
HSS academics has very different attitudes to ASE than 
previous generations. 




